
“We are adorable and in the end we always get the girl” 

“Comics are the ideal connection point of two art forms: word and image”, dotes 

Steffen Volkmer, a comic editor and PR-/press manager at Panini, one of the biggest 

comic publishing companies in Germany. “If a comic is good, it turns into a movie 

when you’re still reading it and afterwards you cannot say anymore what part of the 

comic was a word, an image or onomatopoeia. This is the unique part of it. “ 

What is Panini? 

The Panini publishing company, rooted in Italy and with its headquarter in Modena, was 

founded in 1961. Since the end of the 90s, Panini has had a European General Contract with 

Marvel, in which also Germany is included. With the acquisition of the “Dino” publishing 

company in 2003, “DC” and “Bongo” were admitted to the German programme. Over years, 

Panini Germany, seated in Stuttgart, has expanded a multifarious product portfolio in the 

comic scene.  

 

‘Motivation, passion, obsession’ 

Reading and collecting comics was already a passion in 

Volkmer’s early childhood and he’s always tried to 

integrate this in his tasks. “This is where my motivation for 

working at Panini comes from,” he says.  

He’s not an illustrator but his profession is the ‘expression 

in words’. 

Volkmer has many authors, illustrators’ series and 

characters he likes. That’s why it’s even harder for him to 

decide on one favourite comic:  

“There is always something new in the comic branch. 

Therefore, I have always a new ‘favourite material’. For 

example, with the sixth part of the “Scott Pilgrim”-saga 

ended a series this year, which has fascinated me for 

almost over three years now. “ 

There is no age limit for comics in his opinion and his comic passion or even obsession goes 

that far that he cannot imagine a life without comics: “You’d have to literally carry me on a 

litter from my desk to get rid of me. (from the comic scene).”  

 ‘We have an enormous output’ 

 “At Panini, everyone can find something, he likes”, says Volkmer and explains that Panini’s 

success is based on the fact, that Panini has got all licences of the big US-publishing 

companies. Among those are both superhero universes like DC and Marvel, together with 

Dark Horse, which publishes Star Wars and Buffy as example, and also Bongo with 

Simpsons and much more.   

 “Especially in Germany, Panini offers the full package of comic material from the USA”, 

underlines Volkmer. “Primarily, we publish US-licences, a few comics from Japan and Italy, 

For Steffen Volkmer Comics are more than 

just hobby. 
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as well as some in-house productions. We have a diverse portfolio and with round 40 

publications per month we have an enormous output.” 

Although Germany comes last in the international comic market, Panini’s US illustrators say 

German fans are the most devoted ones; at least the ones they know. This could be due to 

the compactness of the German comic scene.  

‘From author to screen adaptations’ 

At the beginning of a new comic, there are certain criteria for picking an author. Volkmer and 

his colleagues check all the releases in USA and other interesting ‘comic countries’ and try to 

get the licences for German-suitable comics.  

 “The criteria are really different, for example, the request for a screen-adaptation”, says 

Volkmer. “In general, multimedia comics are good to merchandise. The authors are not that 

important for our choice, but in the field of graphic novels Stephen King and Joss Whedon 

can be a factor. Especially because booksellers and customers know their names”, stresses 

Volkmer. 

“In general, I really like comic movies,” he adds.  

According to Volkmer comics already offer a complete script and are, therefore, perfect to be 

filmed. In former times, technology was too limited to present the fantastic characters as well 

as in the printed versions and he thinks this is a shame. 

Luckily, this has changed and Volkmer is quite satisfied with most adaptations. Spiderman, 

X-man, Ironman or Batman are on a ‘pretty good’ level for him whilst Watchmen, V as 

Vendetta, Hellboy, Scott Pilgrim and Kick Ass reach phenomenon status. 

However, he’s not a fan of screen adaptations that don’t relate to the original story anymore. 

In his opinion, there’s no reason for that and the movies usually don’t turn out that good, e.g. 

the last Superman movie. 

Volkmer sees the growing importance in superheroes because of the good screen 

adaptations. Comics in a digital format will be a big part of the comic future as well as so-

called graphic novels which are an important branch already. Graphic novels are comics 

made for book stores and have a completed story line with a strong literary and graphical 

value. 

‘Simpson bar and comic cons” 

If you’re looking for a regular book at Volkmers’ place, you can look for a long time. What 

you’ll find for sure are hundreds of comics, his current projects, a lot of comic merchandise, 

original art, memories and his Simpson bar ‘of, course’. 

“I have a lot of crazy nerd stuff” is how Volkmer sums it up. 

When he goes to comic conventions he never dresses up since it’s too much of an effort for 

him. Regardless, he admires people that go to conventions in nice costumes and he enjoys 

costume plays. 



“I personally go to cons because of my job and I do it with pleasure. Especially because I get 

to meet a lot of my creative friends from the comic scene. I really am a fan boy but at most 

times I’m on the other side; behind the stall,” he explains. 

When being asked whether he could identify with the following definition* of a ‘comic nerd’ or 

‘geek’, he refers to it as ‘quite a simple definition but basically true’. 

But more important, he adds something very vital to it: “And furthermore we are adorable and 

we always get the girl in the end!” 

 

*„A comic nerd is a person who is obsessed with comic books and going to comic 

conventions. These type of people have no problem with cosplay when going to a 

convention. They often like to wear comic t-shirts such as ‘Fantastic four’ ‘Hulk’ ‘Spiderman’ 

and ‘Doctor who’. They love comics and you mostly always see them reading one. Mostly all 

of them own over a hundred comic books...they just cant get enough of them.”( Source: 

Urban Dictionary) 

 

 

 

  

 


